
01' The speciality of an extended family is to receive the love, affection and ...................................... 

to children from the parents and other members of the family. (light / help / protection) 

02' An advantage which is gained by being a member of a family is the training to respect customs 

and ...................................... (generations / other's views / traditions) 

03' It is important to develop relevant competencies and select the most suitable fields for your 

abilities and ...................................... (mind / talents / expectations) 

04 Self-esteem can be set up through ...................................... about your great qualities. 

(behaviourial  patterns / self - evaluation / awareness) 

05 It is a weakness if a person always tries to implement his own ...................................... (others / 

opinion / thoughts) 

² If the statements from 06 to 10 are correct, put ̂&, if wrong, put a ̂& inside the brackets. 

06 No individual in this world is similar to another in any manner.  (      ) 

07 We should identify the unfavourable forces in our day to day life and follow them.  (      ) 

08 All media programmes are favourable for your life. (      ) 

09 The important examples can be gained to lives by reading exemplary biographies. (      ) 

10 Identifying unfavourable forces and avoiding them is very important to make a successful life. (     ) 

² Select the correct answer for the questions 11 to 16 an underline it. 

11 What is the most unfavourable effect a person is occurred due to sudden anger? 

 ^1& The thought of revenge.  ^2& Inability to control emotions. 

 ^3& High pressure.    ^4& Loss of expectations. 
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² Answer all the questions. 

² Select the most suitable word and write it on the given space for question No. 01 to 05. 
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PART - I 



12 Select the answer which has the methods which can be followed to control unfavourable 

emotions. 

 ^1& Engaging in  a sport, shouting, having food. 

 ^2& Having more sweets, walking, singing songs. 

 ^3& Listening to the radio, walking, engaging in sports. 

 ^4& Crying loud, reciting poems, watching TV programmes. 

13 Select the correct answer which has the matters that should be considered when acting as an 

intelligent consumer. 

 ^1& Comparing prices, quality, price control policies 

 ^2& Consumer price list, alternative goods, net weight 

 ^3& Packages, maximum retail price, price control 

 ^4& Price control policies, price list, alternative goods 

14 What is the correct statement about the people who engage in self-employments that dedicate 

their labour to fulfill social needs? 

 ^1& Labourers are paid. 

 ^2& A group who is paid monthly. 

 ^3& Provision of services only. 

 ^4& Spread in various fields. 

15 What is an answer which includes a duty that should be fulfilled by you? 

 ^1& Receiving parental love 

 ^2& Living in a happy family environment 

 ^3& Respecting elders 

 ^4& Having health facilities 

² Write the correct answer for the questions from 16 to 20 in the blanks. 

16 Taking ............................................................ through discussion is a quality of a good citizen. 

17 Your mother's sister's husband is ............................................................ 

18 Teachers help lot to build up ............................................................ personality by teaching good 

qualities. 

19 Among committees of the society, ............................................................ help to provide public 

service and welfare activities in the village. 

20 Media provide necessary information to people and they should act ............................................. 

when they use them. 

^2 x 20 = 40 marks&

^02&



PART - II 

² Answer the first question and another four questions. 

01 ^1& Complete the following chart using the advantages of being a member of a family. 

 ^2& Write a method which you follow to win each of the following objectives. 

  A Enhancement of the artistic skill. 

  B Enter into the Environmental Society in the school. 

  C Being a class monitor. 

  D Getting over 90 marks for Mathematics. ̂04m.&

 ^3& There are some qualities which should be develop as a family member given below. Write a 
situation where each of the qualities can be shown. 

  A Cordiality 

  B Respecting others' views 

  C Respecting leadership

  D Honesty   ^04m.&

 ^4& The following are some exemplary persons in Sri Lanka. Write one example that can be 
taken from each of them. 

  A Mrs. Susanthika Jayasinghe 

  B Mr. Martin Wickramasinghe 

  C Mr. Victor Rathnayaka 

  D Mr. Arthur C. Clerk   ^04m.&

^03&
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02 ^1& Write three factors that affect for the decline of a person. ^03m.&

 ^2& Complete the following table. 

 ^3& Name three favourable forces which affect for successful life. ^03m.&

03 ^1& Seperate the given customs and traditions which are followed by family members. 

  (Laying foundation stone for a new house / Observe religion daily / Taking meal together / 
Weaning ceremony / Introduction to the letters of the alphabet / Visiting religious places 
together in important days / Weddings / Worshiping parents before going to school)

 ^2& Mention four qualities which a good person should possess. ^04m.&

 ^3& Write three benefits which can be derived by acting with neighbors cooperatively. ̂ 03m.&

04 ^1& Interrelationships of a society are given below. Match them and rewrite. 

      A Smoothing the talents and skills 

      B Acting cordially 

      C Feeding 

      D Build up balanced personality 

      E Being obedient 

      F Helping each other ^06m.&

^04&
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 ^2& Write a service done by the following institution. 

  A Religious organizations  -

  B Unions  -

  C Funeral Society  -

  D Youth Clubs  -

  E Sports Clubs -   ^05m.&

05 ^1& Media provide information to people in different ways. Mention the information which 
should be paid attention by media for the following activities.

  i. Tomorrow rainfall -

  ii. Value of  an  American Dollar in rupees  -

  iii. Buying a land  -

  iv. Vacancies in state sector  -

  v. Making a complaint on an illegal deed -  ^05m.&

 ^2& Complete the diagram regarding the steps to face a challenge successfully. 

  (alternative solution / being courage / win challenges) ^03m.&

 ^3& Mention the way you face for the following situations. 

  A Selecting the subjects. 

  B Death of a close relation. 

  C Meeting an unsuitable friend.   ^03m.&

^05&

Problem Loss of 
expectation 

Victory Solution 
Training and 
having advice 

B A

C



06 ^1& Complete the puzzle using given clues. 

  Across 

  ^1& State servants receive this after completing the working age. 

  ^3& These are controlled through aesthetic activities. 

  ^5& Uses with clothes. 

  ^6& These things should be used as life experiences. 

  Down 

  ^1& This is essential for personal lives after the business. 

  ^2& Sportsmen try to get this. 

  ^3& Sometimes consumers are cheated. 

  ^4& Giving for the labour. ^08m.&

 ^2& Mention three challenges you face when you are learning.  ^03m.&

07 ^1& Complete the following diagram according to your rights. 

       ^06m.&

 ^2& Mention the duties which you fulfill for the above rights.  ^05m.&
^06&
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Civil rights 

Right to live  

1'  '''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''

2'  '''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''

Right to expression 

3'  '''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''

Political rights 

Right to cast votes 

4'  '''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''

Holding government posts 

5'  '''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''

6'  '''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''

Rights 



PART - I 
01' protection 02' traditions  03' talents  04' self-evaluation
05' opinion 06'  07'  08'  09'  10'  11' 2 12' 3
13' 1 14' 4 15' 3 16' decisions  17' Loku Thatta / Mahappa
18' balanced  19' village development societies 20' critically   ^2 x 20 = 40& 

PART - II 
01' ^1& Page 06 (assign marks for suitable answers) ̂ 04m.&
 ^2& Assign marks for suitable answers. ̂ 04m.&
 ^3& A Shramadana Campaign / New Year Festival / Playing Cricket
  B Discussion / Doing sports / Weddings 
  C Accepting decisions / Accepting advice  D Using money / Sharing goods 
   (Assign marks for suitable answers) ̂ 04m.&
 ^4& A Achieving a high level in sports / Win challenges 
  B Achieving a high level in writing / Win challenges 
  C Achieving a high level in signing  
  D New inventions / World exploration / New Scientific reasons 
   (Assign marks for suitable answers)  ̂ 04m.&
02 ^1& Using drugs / Unsuitable books / Watching vedios / Associating bad friends   ̂ 03m.&
 ^2& Drawing / Reciting poems / Creating poems / Script writing / playing musical instruments / 

Dancing / Beautify the environment  ̂ 05m.&
 ^3& Intimate friends / Religious observances / Good books / Good media programmes  ̂ 03m.&
03 ^1& Customs
  Laying the foundation stone for a new house. 
  Introduction to the letters of the alphabet. 
  Weaning ceremony.  
  Weddings. 
  Traditions 
  Taking meal together. 
  Worshiping parent. 
  Daily religious observances.
  Visiting religious place together.  ^03m.&
 ^2& Act with self - discipline / Taking leadership / Respecting leadership / Honesty / Respect others 

ideas. (page 37) ̂ 04m.&
 ^3& Sharamadana activities / Common religious activities / Occasions of tiling roofs (page 44) ̂ 03m.&
04 ^1& i. C, E  ii. A, D  iii. B, F    ̂ 06m.&
 ^2& A Guiding people for the favourable objectives.
  B Interfering in union demands.
  C Provision of aids for funerals.
  D Corporation, unity, respecting leadership, exchanging new ideas.
  E Corporation, respecting leadership  ̂ 05m.&
05 ^1& i. Weather forecast ii. Exchange rate iii. Advertisements
  iv. Information on employments v. Important and emergency phone numbers   ̂ 05m.&
 ^2& B Being courage  A Alternative solutions C Win challenges  ̂ 03m.&
 ^3& A Talents / Willingness / Select according to the skill
  B Being patient by consoling others
  C Going away from him gradually (Assign marks for suitable answers) ̂ 03m.&
06 ^1& Across
  1' pension  3' tiredness 5' jewellery 6' defeats
  Down
  1' leisure 2' victory  3' traders 4' wages  ^08m.&
 ^2& Competitions, Complexity of society, Impact of media, Modern fashions, Deterioration of moral 

(Page 68 / 69) ̂ 03m.&
07 ^1& Page 60  ̂ 06m.&
 ^2& Page 61 (Assign marks for the correct answers) ̂ 05m.&
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